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a b s t r a c t

While it is generally accepted that multiple neurons cooperate to generate movement, the

precise mechanisms are largely unknown. One way to generate a robust local control

signal is for nearby neurons to share similar properties. To study this possibility, we

recorded neural activity from the macaque motor cortex during two drawing tasks: free

scribbling, and tracing given paths. We analyzed neural activity in relation to three kine-

matic parameters – position, velocity, and acceleration – while explicitly considering

temporal correlations between them. Single-unit (SU) activity was typically related to

one parameter, most often velocity, and tended to precede movement. Different SUs

encoded different parameters, but nearby units tended to prefer the same parameter.

Moreover, while SUs covered a wide range of positions, velocity directions, and accelera-

tion directions, SUs recorded by the same electrode tended to prefer similar values of

the same parameter. Nevertheless, some nearby units exhibited marked differences.

Multi-unit activity (MUA), estimating the spiking activity of many neurons around the

recording electrode, also tended to be related to one parameter and precede movement.

However, overall correlations between MUA and movement were more than twice as

strong as SU correlations. Finally, SUs and MUAs recorded by the same electrode tended

to share similar properties. These two lines of evidence converge to suggest that activity

of motor cortex neurons within approximately 200 micrometers is accumulated in

a manner useful for representing a single parameter. However, even within a small region

there are also neurons related to other parameters, potentially facilitating coordination

between distinct parameters.

ª 2008 Elsevier Srl. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction perform drawing movements. During monkey drawing,
To understand how drawing movements are generated by

humans, we need to understand the brain mechanisms

underlying movement. A useful model system for pursuing

this goal is the macaque monkey, which can be trained to
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extra-cellular neural activity can be recorded from brain

regions known to be associated with motor output including

the primary motor and premotor cortices (Hatsopoulos et al.,

2004; Paninski et al., 2004; Schwartz, 1994; Schwartz et al.,

2004; Stark et al., 2007b). In this framework, specific questions
l School, Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91120, Israel.
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Fig. 1 – Drawing tasks. During both tasks monkeys moved

a two-joint manipulandum in the horizontal plane and

saw a circular cursor indicating hand end-point (yellow

dot). (A) Top panel: scribbling task. In this task the monkey

saw only the cursor. Once an invisible target (gray
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about the relations between neural activity and drawing

movements can be formulated and addressed.

One topic which has been addressed repetitively is which

and how many movement parameters are represented in

neuronal activity. Motor cortical neurons have been related

to almost every tested parameter including force (Evarts,

1968), changes in force (Humphrey et al., 1970), muscle activity

(Fetz and Cheney, 1980), direction (Georgopoulos et al., 1982),

acceleration (Flament and Hore, 1988), arm posture (Kettner

et al., 1988), joint torques (Riehle and Requin, 1995), speed

(Moran and Schwartz, 1999), changes in joint angles (Reina

et al., 2001), and joint angles (Aflalo and Graziano, 2006).

Several studies have even suggested that a single neuron is

related to multiple parameters (Ashe and Georgopoulos,

1994; Fu et al., 1995; Paninski et al., 2004). This has led to the

proposition that single neurons might not represent a fixed

parameter (Fetz, 1992). However, the study of relations

between neural activity and movement parameters is inher-

ently complicated by correlations between parameters

measured in different coordinate frames (Todorov, 2000) or

at different times (Stark et al., 2006). For instance, to touch

a target the hand must move there, resulting in temporal

correlations between hand position and velocity direction.

A related issue is whether and how multiple neurons coop-

erate to generate movement. One possible means of cooperation

is for nearby neurons to form functional groups that share

similar properties, yielding a robust local control signal. While

the concept of cortical columns is well-established for sensory

cortices (somatosensory cortex: Mountcastle, 1957; visual cortex:

Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; auditory cortex: Imig and Adrian, 1977),

there is little published evidence on the spatial organization of

movement parameters in the motor cortex. Recently, however,

it was shown that nearby motor cortical neurons tend to prefer

similar reach directions (Ben-Shaul et al., 2003; Georgopoulos

et al., 2007), specifically when recorded from arm-related, but

not finger-related, sites (Stark et al., 2007a). However, these

results were obtained using center-out tasks and analysis

methods that did not account for temporal correlations between

parameters. Thus, it is unclear whether the observed similarities

between nearby neurons reflect similar preferred positions,

similar velocity preferred directions (PDs), similar acceleration

PDs, temporal correlations between these parameters, or other

factors.

Here, we address these issues using the macaque drawing

model system while explicitly considering temporal correla-

tions between parameters. From a behavioral perspective we

focus on drawing kinematics: end-point position, velocity,

and acceleration. From the neural perspective, we examine

activity of well-isolated single-units (SUs) and multi-unit

activity (MUA) which is used as an estimate of the superim-

posed activity of many neurons around the recording electrode.
hexagon) was entered the monkey was rewarded, and

then another target was randomly selected and the process

was repeated. Bottom panels: examples of actual monkey

scribbles. (B) Top panel: tracing task. In each trial

a randomly selected path was shown in gray. As the

monkey moved the yellow cursor along the path, the green

marker was advanced indicating the immediate path the

monkey had to follow. Bottom panels: examples of traced

paths.
2. Methods

2.1. Animals and behavioral tasks

Two monkeys (female Macaca fascicularis, U/F, 3/3.5 kg) were

used in this study. Animal handling procedures were in accor-

dance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals (1996), complied with Israeli law, and approved by

the Ethics Committee of the Hebrew University. Monkeys

were trained to sit in a primate chair and to perform drawing

movements with their preferred hand (U/F: right/left) by oper-

ating a two-joint low-friction planar manipulandum. A hori-

zontal opaque screen, mounted at chest level, blocked view

of the manipulandum and hand, and on this screen a circular

cursor indicating hand end-point was projected (Fig. 1, yellow

dots). The behavioral tasks were described elsewhere (Stark

et al., 2007b) and are briefly summarized below.

In the scribbling task (Fig. 1A) only the cursor was visible.

When the monkey moved the cursor into an invisible hexagon

a trial was considered successful and the monkey was

rewarded by a drop of juice. Immediately another hexagon

was randomly selected and the process repeated. The monkey

performing this task (U) completed 689 scribbles per session

(median; range: 499–1076, 18 sessions), each 1.3 sec long

(median; 95% range: .1–5.8 sec).



Fig. 2 – Illustration of ‘‘de-spiking’’ procedure. (A)

Replacement of a single spike with high-frequency noise.

Top: 40 msec record of raw neural activity (1000 samples at

25 kHz) with one spike (red). This spike is replaced with the

blue trace as explained in the bottom panel. Bottom:

expanded view of the spike (red) and the noise that

replaced it (blue). The noise was obtained by computing

the sample-by-sample difference between the original

spike and a 5-point moving-average smoothed version of it

(green) and adding this to a line (slope, black) connecting

the first and last samples of the original spike. (B) Resulting

MUA estimates. Top: 250 msec record of raw neural activity

with several spikes; rightmost spike is from Fig. 2A.

Bottom: MUA (red) and dsMUA (blue) estimated from the

raw and de-spiked extra-cellular voltages, respectively.

The dsMUA is considerably lower than the MUA when

spikes have been removed and similar elsewhere.
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In the tracing task (Fig. 1B) the monkey traced given paths at

its own pace. During each session 40 different paths were used,

each generated by fitting a cubic spline to 10 randomly-chosen

points and consisting of 64–125 points (median: 90). At the

beginning of a trial, one path was randomly selected and its

origin was displayed as a green circle. After the money placed

the cursor inside the origin, the entire path was shown as

partially overlapping gray circles. The first eight circles were

colored green. As the monkey moved the cursor into the first

green circle, the circle changed color to gray and the subse-

quent gray circle in the path turned green, a process that was

repeated until the entire path was traced. A trial was consid-

ered successful and the monkey was rewarded if the entire

path was traced without pausing for more than 800 msec

between successive circles; otherwise, the trial was aborted.

The monkey performing this task (F) completed 334 tracing

trials per session (median of 22 sessions; range: 218–487),

each 3.4 sec long (median; 95% range: 2–5.9 sec).

2.2. Recording procedures

During each recording session up to eight glass-coated tung-

sten microelectrodes (impedance .2–1.5 MU at 1 kHz) confined

to a guide tube (internal diameter 1.5 mm) were inserted

into arm-related regions of the primary motor cortex (M1) or

the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) contra-lateral to the

preferred hand using a computer-controlled microdrive (elec-

trode positioning system (EPS), Alpha-Omega Engineering,

Nazareth, Israel). Arm relations were assessed by passive

limb manipulations and by intra-cortical micro-stimulation

(ICMS; 150 msec trains of .2 msec biphasic pulses at 300 Hz).

The boundary between M1 and PMd was estimated on the

basis of sulcal landmarks obtained during MRI scans and

ICMS thresholds (thresholds for penetrations in M1 were

�40 mA and those in PMd were �70 mA), and verified by

histology (regions where the density of large pyramidal cells

changed; Weinrich and Wise, 1982).

The signal from each electrode was amplified (10 K), band-

pass filtered (300–6000 Hz), and fed to template matching

devices to isolate the activity of up to three SUs per electrode

(multi-spike detector (MSD), Alpha-Omega Engineering).

Spikes and behavioral events were sampled at 1 kHz and

logged on a custom data-acquisition system. During the

tracing experiment only, the amplified extra-cellular signal

was also band-pass filtered (1–10,000 Hz), sampled at 25 kHz

(Alpha-Map 5.4, Alpha-Omega Engineering), and stored on

disk for offline processing. Hand position was sampled at

100 Hz.

2.3. Signal processing and neural database

Offline, MUA was estimated by band-pass filtering the 25 kHz

signal (300–6000 Hz, 3-pole Butterworth), clipping extreme

values (larger or smaller than the mean� 2 standard devi-

ations [SDs]), and computing the sample-by-sample root-

mean-square (raising to the 2nd power, low-pass filtering at

100 Hz, down-sampling to 500 Hz, and taking the square

root; Stark and Abeles, 2007). The clipping was done to reduce

the influence of high amplitude events, which presumably

are mostly spikes of nearby neurons, but does not remove
all their energy. To obtain MUA that does not depend at all

on detectable spiking we computed a ‘‘de-spiked’’ MUA

(dsMUA) as follows. First, we de-spiked the raw extra-cellular

voltage by leaving only the noise above w5000 Hz in the

record. This was done by computing the difference between

each spike and a ‘‘smoothed’’ spike obtained by convolving

the spike with a 5-point rectangular kernel (spanning

.2 msec; Fig. 2A). We then repeated MUA estimation, but

from the de-spiked extra-cellular voltage (Fig. 2B); the ampli-

tude of the resulting dsMUA was reduced around spike times

and essentially unaltered elsewhere.

SU firing rate profiles were obtained by convolving spike

trains with a Gaussian kernel (SD of 50 msec). MUAs were
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processed in the same manner. Hand position was low-pass

filtered (8 Hz) and velocity and acceleration were computed

by taking the corresponding derivatives. Position and its

time derivatives were expressed in units of cm and sec.

Individual channels (SUs and MUAs) considered for anal-

yses were (1) well-isolated, as determined by spike waveforms

and by inter-spike interval histograms (applicable only to

SUs); (2) recorded during a subset of consecutive trials in

which activity was first-order stationary. Stationarity was

verified quantitatively by computing the mean activity in

each trial and plotting it against the chronological trial

number. Units that exhibited a significant linear trend (quan-

tified by the correlation-coefficient and tested by trial shuf-

fling; 1000 shuffles, p< .05; Paninski et al., 2004) were not

considered; (3) the firing rate (of the SU; for MUA, of all spikes

recorded by the electrode) was at least 1 spikes/sec; (4) the

total duration of all considered movement periods was at least

2.5 min. For scribbling movements, the first 200 msec

following a reward were excluded. For tracing movements,

the considered movement periods started once the monkey

began to follow the path and ended once the end of the path

was arrived at, before reward was delivered.

Using the above criteria, a total of 277 SUs (105/172

during scribbling/tracing, respectively) and 124 MUAs

(tracing only) were subjected to further analyses. SUs were

recorded during 115/157 stationary trials (medians; 95%

ranges, 63–290/54–296) for a total duration of 4.4/7.4 min

(medians; 95% ranges, 2.6–10.4/2.8–14 min). MUAs provide

a more stable signal than do SUs (Stark and Abeles, 2007),

and to facilitate SU–MUA comparisons based on similar

sample sizes we employed only the first 150 stationary trials

of each record.
2.4. Data analysis

Neural activity (SU firing rate or MUA) was modeled as a linear

function of movement

FðtÞ ¼ cþ
X2

i¼0

aif
�
xðiÞðtþ siÞ; yðiÞðtþ siÞ

�
: (1)

In Eq. (1), the superscript (i) denotes the ith derivative of posi-

tion with respect to time, and si indicates that the ith deriva-

tive is lagged s time samples relative to the neural activity.

The value of s can be positive or negative; positive values

correspond to neural activity leading movement. Thus, the

neural activity F at time t is a function of the position (x, y)

at time tþ spos, the velocity vector v! at time tþ svel, and the

acceleration vector a! at time tþ sacc. Individual components

were modeled using cosine functions. Specifically for position,

a cosine function was employed because the firing of many

SUs appeared to be higher in specific parts of the workspace

without an apparent monotonous gradient as implied by

a planar model (Kettner et al., 1988; Paninski et al., 2004) and

the cosine model was found to describe motor cortical activity

well without resorting to non-linear modeling (e.g., Gaussian;

Aflalo and Graziano, 2006). Note that the cosine model has two

more free parameters than the planar model. The width of the

cosine was chosen so as to allow for a single peak in the work-

space; for derivation, additional details, and comparisons
with other linear, auto-regressive, and non-linear models,

see Stark et al. (2007b). Under these circumstances, Eq. (1)

can be rewritten as

FðtÞ ¼b0 þ b1cos kx
�
tþ spos

�
þ b2sin kx

�
tþ spos

�

þ b3cos ky
�
tþ spos

�
þ b4sin ky

�
tþ spos

�

þ b5k v!ðtþ svelÞk
þ b6k v!ðtþ svelÞkcos qvelðtþ svelÞ
þ b7k v!ðtþ svelÞksin qvelðtþ svelÞ
þ b8k a!ðtþ saccÞk
þ b9k a!ðtþ saccÞkcos qaccðtþ saccÞ
þ b10k a!ðtþ saccÞksin qaccðtþ saccÞ; ð2Þ

where k is a space constant determining the width of the posi-

tion cosine (we used k¼ 2p/10 which, given workspace sizes,

resulted in symmetric uni-modal surfaces), k v!k is the magni-

tude of the velocity vector (speed), qvel is its direction, and time

lags range from �300 to 300 msec at 10 msec resolution. For

each given combination of lags (spos, svel, sacc) the coefficients

bi (i¼ 1,.,10) in Eq. (2) and the total R2 were estimated using

multiple linear regression. The R2 is the overall fraction of

variance in neural activity associated with the movement

parameters included in the analysis. In this study, the R2 is

therefore a function of three time lags, and can be visualized

as a three-dimensional cube (Fig. 3C, bottom) in which each

axis measures the time lag between neural activity and

a different movement parameter: position (horizontal),

velocity (vertical), and acceleration (depth), and each of the

three faces shows the marginal mean R2 at the corresponding

dimension.

To measure the influence of each parameter on neural

activity we employed a measure of contribution, estimated

at multiple time lags:

Ci

�
spos; svel; sacc

�
¼

bi

�
spos; svel; sacc

�
$si$riðsiÞ

sF
; (3)

where bi is the regression coefficient corresponding to the ith

parameter (i¼ 1,.,10) at time lag combination (spos, svel, sacc),

si is the SD of that parameter, ri(si) is the pair-wise (Pearson)

correlation-coefficient between neural activity F and param-

eter i at time lag si, and sF is the SD of F (Stark et al., 2007b).

For each combination of time lags the sum of all contributions

equals the R2. Thus, the contribution of a specific parameter

can be interpreted as a fraction of the total R2, namely the

portion of movement-related firing rate variance associated

with that parameter, taking into account all other parameters,

at a given combination of time lags. The contributions of

different parameters of the same time derivative (position,

velocity, or acceleration) were combined, yielding Cpos, Cvel,

Cacc (Fig. 3C, top three cubes).

Neural activity was considered to be movement-related if

the maximal R2 over all time lag combinations was significant

at a level of .0001, determined using a permutation test (10,000

shuffles; Stark et al., 2007b). The unusually low alpha level was

chosen to account for the multiple comparisons that stem

from the many combinations of time lags, and corresponds

to a conservative estimate of a corrected level lower than .01

(for a cube spanning 6003 msec estimated for spike trains

smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with SD of 50 msec there are

less than 100 independent measurements).



Fig. 3 – Illustration of temporal correlation analysis. (A) Movement parameters and simulated neural activity. Top three

panels show horizontal components of position, velocity, and acceleration during a single tracing trial. Peaks in the position

curve are typically preceded by velocity peaks by w200 msec, and peaks in velocity by peaks in acceleration by another

w200 msec. Thus, while movement parameters are typically uncorrelated at zero-lag, delayed correlations are much higher.

Bottom panel shows the simulated firing rate, during the same trial, of a putative neuron with a cosine relation to velocity

direction: F(t) [ 10 D 6cos qvel(t D 150); qvel was derived from real movements. F(t) is the noiseless firing rate at time t and

qvel(t D 150) is the direction of the velocity vector 150 msec later. F(t) was treated as a time-varying Poisson process and

spikes were generated by deciding at every millisecond whether a spike was or was not fired. The artificial spike train was

then processed exactly like spike trains recorded in experiments. (B) Correlations between movement parameters and

neural activity are ambiguous. Neural activity was simulated strictly according to qvel but was, at zero-lag, negatively

correlated with position (top panel ) and positively correlated with acceleration (bottom panel ). (C) Consideration of temporal

correlations and use of contributions enables correct determination of the encoded parameter. Top three panels show, from

top to bottom, the contribution of position (taking into account velocity and acceleration), velocity (taking into account

position and acceleration), and acceleration (taking into account position and velocity) to the movement-related firing rate

variance. In each cube, each axis measures the time lag between neural activity and a different movement parameter:

position (horizontal), velocity (vertical), and acceleration (depth); axis labels are detailed at the bottom (acceleration) cube

and indicated by small ticks in the two other cubes. Positive lags correspond to neural activity coming before movement. For

each cube, each of the three faces shows the marginal mean contribution at the corresponding dimension; color scale is the

same for all cubes. There are stripes of relatively high contribution on the velocity cube and not on any other cube. These

stripes are at a time lag of 150 msec and indicate a contribution of movement velocity to the firing rate that preceded it by

150 msec. Bottom panel shows the overall fraction of firing rate variance associated with movement, the R2, at each time lag

combination; for each time lag combination, the R2 is the sum of all contributions. In this simulation, the maximal R2 is .16.

The stripes with highest R2 values on the velocity–acceleration face (left) and on the velocity-position face (right) at a time lag

of 150 msec are consistent with the simulated parameter (velocity) and time lag (150 msec).
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After determining that neural activity was movement-

related, we determined which of the three parameters contrib-

uted to the neural activity variance and at what time lags. For

artificial neural activity related to velocity, there is a plane of

high values in the velocity cube, at a constant svel for all sposs

and all saccs (Fig. 3C). We therefore looked for parameters that

were related to firing rate at a constant time lag, manifesting

as a plane slicing through the relevant contribution cube. To

this end, we operationally defined a dominant relation to a move-

ment parameter at a given lag as a cube’s plane at that lag in

which at least half of the time lag combinations each contributes

more than max(R2)/2; if most time lag combinations are high and

contiguous a plane is detected (for additional details, see Stark

et al., 2007b). This definition allows detecting up to one plane

in each orientation at the same time lag relative to the firing

rate, allowing multiple parameters to be dominant at the same

time lag relative to the neural activity (as in Fig. 4A, right).

Finally, we determined the values of encoded parameters.

For PDs of movement velocity, this was the arctangent of ratio

between the y and x standardized regression coefficients (beta

weights), or

PDvel ¼ tan�1
�

byð1Þsyð1Þ

�.
ðbxð1Þsxð1Þ Þ; (4)

resolved to the proper quadrant, where x(1) and y(1) are the

horizontal and vertical velocities as defined in Eq. (1). A corre-

sponding expression was used for acceleration PDs. Since

many time lag combinations provided meaningless coeffi-

cients (i.e., with insignificant R2s), PDs were evaluated only

at the time lag of the corresponding parameter (e.g., for

velocity PDs, at svel) but averaged over all time lags of the other

parameters (e.g., for velocity PDs, sposs and saccs) that contrib-

uted more than half of the maximal R2 (for illustration, see

Stark et al., 2006). An identical procedure was carried out for

the horizontal and vertical coordinates of preferred positions.
Fig. 4 – SU properties during drawing. (A) Examples of SUs

related to drawing kinematics. Left: SU activity related to

a single parameter, drawing velocity, peaking at a time lag

of 70 msec irrespective of the delay with either position or

acceleration. The maximal R2 for this unit is .15.

Conventions are the same as in Fig. 3C. Right: SU activity

related to two parameters, position and velocity. Time lag

is 0 msec for position and 90 msec for velocity. The

maximal R2 is .37. (B) Number of parameters represented

by SUs. Two-thirds (144/218) of the movement-related

units represent a single parameter. (C) Time lags of

represented parameters. There are 297 represented

parameters and bin width is 50 msec. Although time lags

are widely dispersed, there is a tendency for lags to be

positive, corresponding to neural activity coming before

movement.
3. Results

3.1. Explicit consideration of temporal correlations
between drawing parameters resolves ambiguities in
neural encoding

Two monkeys were trained to perform drawing movements

(Fig. 1). One monkey was trained to make free scribbling

movements (Fig. 1A) and another to trace given paths

(Fig. 1B). Both tasks yielded a rich sampling of drawings (see

Fig. 1, bottom, for some examples) and covered a wide range

of movement speeds, directions, and accelerations. Moreover,

zero-lag correlations between the three kinematic parameters

examined here – position, velocity, and acceleration – were

close to zero (scribbling, .01� .03, mean� SD of 18 sessions;

tracing, .015� .004, 22 sessions). However, temporal correla-

tions between parameters persisted at non-zero lags: for

instance, to scribble in the right side of the working plane,

the arm first needs to move there. This is manifested as

a peak in horizontal position preceded by a peak in velocity

by about 200 msec (Fig. 3A, two top panels). Furthermore,

peaks in velocity were typically preceded by peaks in acceler-

ation (Fig. 3A, two central panels).
The strong temporal correlations between movement

parameters result in potentially ambiguous interpretations

of unambiguous neural activity. For purposes of illustra-

tion we simulated neural activity based on the direction

of arm movement according to a simple cosine model,

F(t)¼ 10þ 6cos qvel(tþ 150) (Fig. 3A, bottom). In this model,

neural activity precedes movements directly to the right by



Fig. 5 – Parameters represented by SUs during drawing. (A)

Identity of parameters represented by SUs. There are 218

movement-related SUs, and since some units represent
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150 msec. Accordingly, the correlation between neural activity

and horizontal velocity peaks at about 150 msec (Fig. 3B,

center). However, due to the temporal correlations between

movement parameters, neural activity is also strongly corre-

lated with position and acceleration at zero-lag (Fig. 3B, top

and bottom panels). Similar results are obtained when zero-

lag correlations between parameters are taken into consider-

ation in a multiple linear regression framework (not shown

here; see Stark et al., 2006, 2007b).

In contrast, when temporal correlations between parame-

ters are explicitly taken into account, it becomes clear that

the neural activity is related predominantly to velocity

(Fig. 3C, top three panels). Note that instead of correlation

or regression coefficients, the contribution of each parameter

to the overall firing rate variance is shown in these cubes (Eq.

(3)). Thus, each cube shows the contribution of one param-

eter (e.g., velocity, at center) to the firing rate variance at all

relevant time lags (here, �300 to 300 msec before the move-

ment, with positive lags corresponding to neural activity

coming before movement), taking into account the other

parameters (e.g., position and acceleration) at all possible

time lag combinations. In short, by explicitly considering

temporal correlations and computing contributions instead

of correlations, the neural activity was found to be related

exclusively to velocity at a time lag of 150 msec, exactly as

simulated.
more than one parameter (Fig. 4B) there are a total of 297

represented parameters. Velocity is most common. (B)

Preferred positions of SUs representing position (41 SUs).

Colors distinguish between scribbling (blue) and tracing

(red) data. The preferred positions span the entire

workspace. (C) PDs of SUs representing velocity (187 SUs).

Velocity PDs distribute uniformly on the unit circle. (D) PDs

of SUs representing acceleration (69 SUs). Acceleration PDs

distribute uniformly on the unit circle.
3.2. SU activity during drawing movements

Analyzing SUs recorded from the motor cortices of monkeys

during drawing we found that most SUs were related to one

parameter and only a minority to more than one parameter;

Fig. 4A shows two examples. Since these results have been

reported in detail elsewhere (Stark et al., 2007b) they are

only briefly summarized in this paragraph. Of 277 tested

SUs, 218 were movement-related (resampling test, p< .01),

and of these, most (144, 66%) were related to a single param-

eter (Fig. 4B). The excess of units related to exactly one

parameter was significant (c2 goodness-of-fit test, 4� 2 table,

N¼ 218, p� .001). Since about a third of the units were related

to more than one parameter, there were more ‘‘represented’’

parameters (297) than movement-related SUs (218). Although

widely dispersed, SU activity tended to precede movement

(one-tailed t-test, 297 represented parameters, p� .001),

with a median time lag of 60 msec (Fig. 4C).

The most commonly represented parameter was velocity.

Of the SUs related to a single parameter, 80% (115/144) were

related to velocity; a similar result was obtained when all

297 represented parameters were considered (Fig. 5A). Param-

eter values were broadly sampled. Specifically, preferred posi-

tions spanned the entire working plane without clustering at

any specific region (Fig. 5B). There was a lack of preferred posi-

tions at the workspace center, but statistical testing did not

reveal significant deviations from uniformity (two Kolmo-

gorov–Smirnov tests, comparing the horizontal and vertical

distributions of preferred positions to uniform distributions,

N¼ 41; p¼ .9 and p¼ .15, respectively; similar results were

obtained when scribbling and tracing data were tested sepa-

rately). PDs of movement velocity spanned the entire unit
circle (Fig. 5C; Rayleigh test, N¼ 187; p¼ .77) and so did accel-

eration PDs (Fig. 5D; Rayleigh test, N¼ 69; p¼ .93).

To summarize, SUs recorded during drawing tended to

prefer a single parameter, most often velocity, but position

and acceleration were also represented. Over all units,

preferred positions, velocity PDs, and acceleration PDs were

widely distributed.
3.3. Spatial organization of SU activity related to
drawing parameters

To test for spatial organization of SUs related to movement

parameters, we first examined the identity of the encoded

parameters as a function of inter-unit distance. For simplicity,

the 218 movement-related SUs were paired in three ways,

forming three sets: all possible pairs (218 choose 2¼ 23,653

pairs), all pairs recorded from the same site (median inter-

unit distance of approximately .8 mm, Stark and Abeles,

2007; 634 pairs), and all pairs recorded by the same electrode

(median inter-unit distance of approximately 30 mm, Abeles,

1982; 57 pairs). We then determined a ‘‘preferred parameter’’

for each SU. For the 144 SUs related to one parameter, it was
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simply that parameter, and for the other units it was the

parameter that made the largest contribution to the move-

ment-related firing rate variance. Over all 218 SUs, the

preferred parameters were position, velocity, and acceleration

in 30, 146, and 42 SUs, respectively. Thus the probability of

a randomly-chosen pair of SUs to prefer the same parameter

was .505 (sum of squared fractions of preferred parameters;

see dashed line in Fig. 6A). Among SUs recorded from the

same site, the observed probability to prefer the same param-

eter was slightly higher, .514, but among SUs recorded by the

same electrode it was significantly higher, .614 (binomial test,

p¼ .034).

Next, we tested for spatial organization of specific param-

eter values, namely preferred positions, velocity PDs, and

acceleration PDs. The 41 position-related SUs formed a total

of 820 pairs and 26 same-site pairs (but no same-electrode

pairs). SUs recorded in the same site tended to have more
Fig. 6 – Spatial organization of parameters represented by SUs d

versus inter-unit distance. The 218 movement-related SUs were

(23,653 pairs), all pairs recorded from the same site (634 pairs),

Dashed line shows theoretical chance level (complement of the s

indicate a significant difference between sets at the .05 level (bin

same electrode have the lowest probability to represent differe

versus inter-unit distance. The 41 position-related SUs formed

the same site tend to have more similar preferred positions tha

velocity PDs versus inter-unit distance. The 187 velocity-related

44 same-electrode pairs. Here and in Fig. 6D dashed line shows

a uniform distribution of PDs) and single/double stars indicate

(Mann–Whitney U-test). Velocity PDs of SUs recorded by the sa

acceleration PDs versus inter-unit distance. The 69 acceleration-

and six same-electrode pairs. Acceleration PDs of SUs recorded
similar preferred positions than SUs recorded in different sites

(Fig. 6B), although this tendency was not significant (Mann–

Whitney U-test, p¼ .5). The 187 velocity-related SUs formed

a total of 17,391 pairs, 463 same-site pairs, and 44 same-

electrode pairs. The expected difference between

a randomly-chosen pair of velocity (or acceleration) directions

sampled from a uniform distribution is 90� (dashed line in

Fig. 6C). While pairs of randomly-chosen SUs had velocity

PD-difference of 89� .4� (mean� SEM), SUs recorded from

the same site had more similar PDs (PD-difference, 83� 2.5�),

and SUs recorded by the same electrode had the most similar

PDs (PD-difference, 64� 8.1�). Thus, the velocity PD-difference

between pairs of SUs recorded by the same electrode was

considerably smaller than the velocity PD-difference for

randomly-chosen pairs of SUs (U-test, p¼ .008). Finally,

similar results were obtained for acceleration PDs. The 69

acceleration-related SUs formed a total of 2346 pairs, 80
uring drawing. (A) Difference between encoded parameters

paired in three ways, forming three sets: all possible pairs

and all pairs recorded by the same electrode (57 pairs).

um of squared fractions of preferred parameters) and stars

omial test); NS, not significant. Pairs of SUs recorded by the

nt parameters. (B) Difference between preferred positions

a total of 820 pairs and 26 same-site pairs. SUs recorded in

n SUs recorded in different sites. (C) Difference between

SUs formed a total of 17,391 pairs, 463 same-site pairs, and

theoretical chance level (assuming random sampling from

a significant difference between sets at the .05/.01 level

me electrode are most similar. (D) Difference between

related SUs formed a total of 2346 pairs, 80 same-site pairs,

by the same electrode are most similar.
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same-site pairs, and six same-electrode pairs. While accelera-

tion PD-differences among randomly-chosen SUs were

84� 1.3� (mean� SEM), the acceleration PD-differences among

SUs recoded by the same electrode were 19� 21� (Fig. 6D;

U-test, p¼ .038).

In sum, SUs recorded from the same site, and particularly

by the same electrode, showed a weak but significant

tendency to prefer the same parameter. Although parameter

values of randomly-chosen SUs were uniformly distributed,

SUs preferring the same parameter and recorded from the

same site – and especially by the same electrode – tended to

prefer somewhat similar values of that parameter. Thus, there

was a tendency for nearby neurons to share similar encoding

properties.

3.4. MUA related to drawing kinematics

The observation that pairs of SUs recorded in close proximity

share similar properties suggests that activity in a local cluster

of neurons might not ‘‘cancel out’’ completely but rather

retain some information. Although properties of such local

activity may be estimated by considering all spikes of all SUs

recorded by an electrode, there are clearly other nearby

neurons that cannot be detected in a given recording. Thus,

instead of pooling together all discriminated spikes, we use

another measure, MUA. The MUA is computed without

discriminating spikes or isolating SUs but provides an esti-

mate of the spiking activity of many neurons up to about

100–200 mm from the recording electrode (Legatt et al., 1980;

Stark and Abeles, 2007).

Even assuming that nearby SUs have somewhat similar

properties as shown in Section 3.3, it cannot be predicted

whether the information in mass activity (MUA) would be

higher or lower than in SUs. To address this issue we analyzed

MUAs recorded during the tracing task (Fig. 1B) in the same

manner SUs were analyzed; Fig. 7A shows a few examples. In

each example, there is a clear relation between MUA and one

movement parameter, as in the SU example shown in Fig. 4A

(left). Moreover, the time lags are positive in all three examples,

indicating that the illustrated MUAs tended to be active before

movement. Finally, the R2s in these examples are �.2, suggest-

ing a robust relation to the represented movement parameter.1

When analyzing all 124 available MUAs in this manner,

several properties became evident. First, MUAs were clearly
1 Although these R2 values might seem low, this is not the case.
Some studies report R2s on the order of .7 or even use this figure
as a threshold for inclusion of units in analyses (for instance,
Georgopoulos et al., 1982). However, such studies typically mini-
mize variability in all except the tested parameter (using, for
instance, center-out movements) and average data over time
and trials. To illustrate this, we considered a model of cosine
tuning to velocity direction and generated artificial firing rates
on a sample-by-sample basis (as in Fig. 3A, bottom), employing
movement data from center-out experiments (five trials per
direction). Averaging firing rates across movement time and all
trials from the same direction yielded a ‘‘tuning curve’’ for which
the R2s was typically high (median of 1000 runs: .93; 95% range:
.75–.99). However, the R2s estimated for exactly the same data
but on a sample-to-sample and trial-to-trial basis were consider-
ably lower, with a median of .17 (95% range: .09–.26). For more
details see Stark et al. (2007b).
related to tracing kinematics, just like SUs. Virtually all

MUAs were movement-related (121/124, 98%; resampling

test, p< .01). Consistent with this, the fraction of movement-

related variance among MUAs was .2 (median R2 of 124

MUAs), more than twice the corresponding fraction among

all SUs recorded by the same electrodes (Fig. 7B; median R2

of 172 SUs, .09; U-test, p� .001). Note that this statement is

correct only on average, as there were some (rare) SUs with

very high R2s, as high as .78. Second, like SUs, MUAs were typi-

cally related to a single dominant movement parameter

(Fig. 7C). Of the movement-related MUAs, most (65%, 78/121)

were related to a single parameter (c2 goodness-of-fit test,

4� 2 table, N¼ 121, p� .001). The distributions of the number

of parameters represented by SUs and MUAs were similar to

each other (c2 test of independence, 3� 2 table, p¼ .88). Third,

MUAs tended to be active before movement (Fig. 7D), with

a median time lag of 60 msec (one-tailed t-test, 170 repre-

sented parameters, p� .001). This lag was not significantly

different from the median time lag of parameters represented

by SUs recorded by the same electrodes (50 msec; N¼ 181;

U-test, p¼ .47). Fourth, although the most common parameter

represented by both SUs and MUAs was velocity (of MUAs

related to a single parameter, 47/78, 60%, were related to

velocity, and a similar result was obtained for all 170 repre-

sented parameters, Fig. 7E), MUAs tended to be related to posi-

tion more than SUs (c2 test of independence, 3� 2 table, p¼ .02).

Thus, in addition to being related to drawing kinematics,

MUAs shared the same properties as SUs regarding the

number of represented parameters (typically one), the identity

of the represented parameter (typically velocity), and the time

lag to movement (typically positive). However, MUAs tended to

have higher R2s than SUs, yielding a more robust local signal.

3.5. Relations between SUs and MUAs recorded by the
same electrode

Fig. 8A shows an example of two SUs and an MUA recorded

simultaneously by the same electrode. All three channels

were related to the same parameter, velocity, at a positive

time lag. Moreover, the value of the encoded parameter was

similar for the SUs and the MUA, as the velocity PDs of all

three channels pointed towards the monkey (Fig. 8A, right).

We also computed an dsMUA after removal of identified

spikes, reflecting the activity of neurons further away from

the recording electrode (Fig. 2), for which similar properties

were obtained (see green arrow in Fig. 8A, right).

We examined whether SUs and dsMUAs recorded by the

same electrode tended to be related to the same preferred

parameter. There were 95 electrodes from which movement-

related SUs and dsMUAs were recorded; these yielded a total

of 952¼ 9025 pairs, 571 same-site pairs, and 95 same-electrode

pairs. While the probability of randomly-chosen SU–dsMUA

pairs to prefer the same parameter was .389 and that for

same-site pairs was .392, the corresponding probability

among same-electrode pairs tended to be higher, .463

(Fig. 8B; binomial test comparing all and same-electrode pairs,

p¼ .057). We then tested the correspondence between the

values of parameters encoded by SUs and dsMUAs. There

were 67 electrodes from which a velocity-related dsMUA and

at least one velocity-related SU were recorded. For each such



Fig. 7 – Properties of MUA during tracing. (A) Examples of MUAs related to tracing kinematics. Left: MUA related mainly to

position. Time lag is 30 msec and maximal R2 is .22. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 3C. Center: MUA related mainly to

velocity. Time lag is 90 msec and R2 is .26. Right: MUA related mainly to acceleration. Time lag is 60 msec and R2 is .32. (B)

Distribution of R2 of SUs and MUAs during tracing. For each SU and MUA, the maximal R2 over all time lag combinations was

noted. Histogram contains all SUs (172) and MUAs (124) recorded during tracing; bin width is .025. MUAs have higher R2

than SUs. (C) Number of parameters represented by SUs and MUAs. Samples include all movement-related SUs (129) and

MUAs (121) recorded during tracing. Other conventions are the same as in Fig. 4B. Both SUs and MUAs tend to be related to

a single parameter. (D) Time lags of parameters represented by SUs and MUAs. Samples are the same as in Fig. 7C and

conventions are the same as in Fig. 4C. Time lags of both SUs and MUAs tend to be positive. (E) Identity of parameters

represented by SUs and MUAs. There are 181 and 170 parameters represented by SUs and MUAs, respectively. Position is

more commonly represented by MUAs than by SUs, but velocity is most common among both signal types.
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Fig. 8 – Correspondence between properties of SUs and MUA during tracing. (A) Example of two SUs and an MUA recorded by

the same electrode. All three channels are related mainly to velocity, as was the de-spiked MUA (dsMUA). The polar plot

(right) summarizes coding properties by vectors whose lengths correspond to each channel’s R2 and whose directions

correspond to the PDs. The four vectors point in approximately the same direction. (B) Dependence of difference between

parameters encoded by SUs and dsMUAs on anatomy. There were 95 electrodes from which both movement-related SUs

and movement-related dsMUAs were recorded. These formed a total of 9025 pairs, 571 same-site pairs, and 95 same-

electrode pairs. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 6A. SUs and dsMUAs recorded by the same electrode tend to be related

to the same parameter. (C) Correspondence between velocity PDs of SUs and dsMUAs recorded by the same electrode. There

were 67 electrodes from which velocity-related SUs and dsMUAs were recorded. For these, the velocity PDs are similar. The

red dot corresponds to the example shown in Fig. 8A. (D) Correspondence between velocity time lags of SUs and dsMUAs.

Sample size and conventions are the same as in Fig. 8C. Time lags of SUs and dsMUAs recorded by the same electrode are

similar.
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electrode we noted the velocity PDs of the dsMUA and the SUs;

if more than one velocity-related SU was recorded by a given

electrode (as in Fig. 8A), their PDs were averaged. As shown

in Fig. 8C, the PDs of SUs and dsMUAs recorded by the same

electrode were positively correlated (correlation-coefficient,

.22; t-test, p¼ .04). A similar result was observed between

the velocity PDs of the same SUs and raw MUAs (correlation-

coefficient, .52; t-test, p� .001). Also, similar results were

obtained for position- and acceleration-related SUs and

dsMUAs recorded by the same electrode (data not shown).

Finally, the time lags of SUs and dsMUAs were also positively

correlated (Fig. 8D; correlation-coefficient, .42; N¼ 67; t-test,

p< .001). In short, SUs and dsMUAs recorded by the same
electrode tended to encode similar values of the same param-

eter at a similar time lag.
4. Discussion

We saw that during drawing, a single neuron is typically

related to a single kinematic parameter, most often velocity,

and that neurons at close proximity tend to share similar

properties. Consistent with this, the MUA, which is an esti-

mate of spiking activity around a recording electrode, is move-

ment-related. In fact, MUAs are more robustly modulated by

drawing kinematics than SUs. In all other aspects, MUAs
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closely resemble SUs. Finally, dsMUAs and SUs recorded from

the same electrode display similar properties, tending to

encode similar values of the same parameter at similar time

lags.

4.1. Spatial organization in motor cortex

Over the past century there have been multiple attempts to

generate spatial maps of muscles and body parts in motor

cortex (somatotopical organization; for a review, see Schieber,

2001). The spatial organization of more abstract movement

parameters on the cortical surface has been studied much

less. Using data from center-out tasks it was shown that

nearby neurons tend to have similar PDs (Amirikian and

Georgopoulos, 2003; Ben-Shaul et al., 2003). This property

was later shown to be specific to neurons recorded from

arm-related, but not finger-related, sites (Stark et al., 2007a).

However, the methods used to collect and analyze these

data were insufficient to determine the common parameter

since multiple kinematic parameters were correlated in these

tasks.

The current study demonstrated the existence of local

spatial organization of motor cortical activity using two

approaches. First, we directly measured the similarity

between single neuron properties after taking into consider-

ation temporal correlations between parameters. This

extended the previous studies in three ways: the identity of

the preferred parameter (position, velocity, or acceleration),

its value (preferred positions, velocity PDs, and acceleration

PDs), and its time lag. Second, we used indirect measurements

of the activity of many neurons (MUA), and showed that MUAs

retain information about movement despite the massive

spatial averaging that takes place during their estimation.

The spatial range of activity captured by the MUA esti-

mated from a single electrode is on the order of 100–200 mm

(Legatt et al., 1980; Stark and Abeles, 2007). This range roughly

corresponds to anatomical estimates of pyramidal cell aggre-

gates which are 300 mm wide in the motor cortex (Meyer, 1987)

and to the suggested width of functional cortical columns

(Mountcastle, 1978). Thus, the current results might seem to

support a modular organization of motor cortex. However,

differences between neighboring SUs (recorded by the same

electrode) were often considerable, inconsistent with a strict

modular organization of motor cortex.

In contrast to a prior notion (Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994;

Fu et al., 1995; Paninski et al., 2004), we recently reported that

during drawing, a motor cortical neuron is typically related to

one kinematic parameter (Stark et al., 2007b). As discussed

therein, we attribute the novelty of this finding to two key

properties of our work. First, the movement space was

sampled broadly, enabling a wider representation of all

combinations of position, velocity, and acceleration than in

previous work. Second, we explicitly considered temporal

correlations between the tested parameters, and, while

previous studies forced a fixed delay between firing rate and

all movement parameters, we allowed each one to have its

own specific delay. However, even if each neuron is related

to one parameter during a given task, it remains to be

explained how the MUA, and in particular the dsMUA, is

also typically related to one dominant kinematic parameter.
A-priori, there are at least two possibilities. One is that some

neurons are more dominant than others (e.g., have higher

firing rates) and therefore the MUA properties are similar

to the properties of these neurons. If this was the case, uni-

parametric relations would be expected to be less frequent

among dsMUAs, contrary to what was observed. Also, SUs

with properties similar to the MUA properties would be

expected to have higher firing rates than SUs with dissimilar

properties, which was not observed either (correlation-

coefficient between SU firing rate and SU-MUA velocity PD-

difference, �.03; N¼ 99; t-test, p¼ .4). Thus, it is unlikely that

MUA is uni-parametric due to selective influence of specific

neurons.

A second possibility is that during spatial averaging (MUA

estimation) neurons with similar properties (e.g., related to

similar values of the same parameter) make an accumulated

contribution, while neurons with dissimilar properties (e.g.,

related to different parameters or opposite PDs) do not. This

possibility is consistent with the tendency of nearby neurons

to represent similar values of the same single parameter.

Moreover, the observation that neurons further away from

an electrode (quantified by the dsMUA in Fig. 8) are related

to similar values of the same parameter as neurons closer to

it (quantified by SUs) suggests that accumulation is not limited

to the nearby neurons. Thus, it seems that similar processes

influence motor cortical neurons closer and further away

from the recording electrode.

A recent study found evidence for some periodic spatial

structure of PDs in the motor cortex (Georgopoulos et al.,

2007). However, we did not find any evidence for orderly

maps of drawing parameters on the cortical surface in the

current data as found in primary visual cortex; nor did others

(Naselaris et al., 2006). Thus, movement parameters appear to

be spatially organized only on a local scale. If, however,

cortical maps of movement parameters do exist, the relations

between them and the typically patchy somatotopical maps of

muscles and/or body parts (Schieber, 2001) await future

studies. In visual cortex, maps of several uncorrelated param-

eters appear to coexist (Hubener et al., 1997). In a single site in

motor cortex, neurons related to one property (e.g., reach

direction) coexist with neurons related to another property

(grasp type), and independently of whether the site is arm-

or finger-related (Stark et al., 2007a). Thus although orderly

maps of kinematic parameters do not appear to exist in the

motor cortex, neural activity in a given local region may still

be related to several uncorrelated parameters (Stark and

Abeles, 2007).

4.2. Methodological considerations and interpretational
limitations

Previous studies of motor cortical activity in relation to move-

ment typically used single-joint flexion/extension (Evarts,

1968) or center-out tasks (Georgopoulos et al., 1982). In these

tasks, even under loading conditions (Thach, 1978), it is diffi-

cult if not impossible to distinguish between several kine-

matic parameters. In the current drawing tasks, correlations

between parameters were negligible at zero-lag, and even

the maximal temporal correlations were less than unity,

enabling separation of the examined kinematic parameters.
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By explicitly considering temporal correlations between the

tested parameters, we were able to differentiate between

movement parameters and estimate their time lags and

values (preferred positions and directions).

The behavioral data used in this study were drawing move-

ments. While considerably more broad than movement data

used in most previous studies of motor cortical activity, draw-

ings are typically confined to a small planar region and carried

out under approximately fixed loading conditions and there-

fore comprise only a subset of the full range of natural move-

ments. Although the current results were consistent between

the two drawing tasks, whether other datasets are consistent

with these results is an issue for future work. It is important to

note, however, that any study seeking to correlate neural

activity with movement parameters should broadly sample

the relevant movement space (as done here for 2D drawings,

and elsewhere for 3D movements; Aflalo and Graziano, 2006;

Jackson et al., 2006) and explicitly consider temporal correla-

tions between the tested parameters.

Since there is practically an infinite number of movement

parameters and coordinate frames (kinematic, kinetic,

intrinsic, extrinsic, Euclidean, non-Euclidean, and so on) that

may be tested in relation to neural activity, the point of this

work was not to test all of them. Rather, we focused on three

kinematic parameters that together fully characterize drawing

trajectories (position in time) regardless of muscle dynamics.

Within these boundaries, we found that single neurons and

MUAs are typically related to a single parameter and that

nearby neurons share similar properties.

4.3. Neural activity related to kinematic parameters

Focusing on movement kinematics, we found that while most

SUs and MUAs were related mainly to velocity, others were

related mainly to the instantaneous position of the hand:

this is in keeping with previous studies (Ashe and Georgopou-

los, 1994; Paninski et al., 2004). Yet the fraction of MUAs that

were predominantly related to position was higher than the

corresponding fraction of SUs (29% vs 17%; Fig. 7E), suggesting

that local spatial organization of position is more robust than

of velocity. However, the effect was rather weak, necessitating

more work to investigate this issue.

About a fourth of the SUs (and the MUAs) were predomi-

nantly related to acceleration. Previous studies of movement

kinematics during straight reaching movements have found

this fraction to be negligible (Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994),

presumably because the directions of the velocity and acceler-

ation vectors are co-linear in such tasks (Stark et al., 2006).

4.4. Functional implications

The tendency of single neurons to be related to a single kine-

matic parameter suggests that distinct neurons partake in

local networks related to distinct movement parameters.

The similarities between nearby neurons and the tendency

of MUAs to be related to a single kinematic parameter suggest

that there is some anatomical ordering of these putative

networks. However, the correspondence between neurons

recorded within a small region (whose activity is captured

by one MUA) was not perfect, and within it there were also
neurons with other properties. This was shown here for the

drawing tasks and elsewhere for prehension movements

(Stark et al., 2007a). Thus, there is no perfect segregation of

motor cortical neurons into well-defined specialized columns,

but rather a local aggregation of neurons with similar proper-

ties, interleaved with other neurons that have dissimilar prop-

erties. This loose structure, combined with horizontal

connections reported to link motor cortical sites millimeters

apart (Huntley and Jones, 1991; Dum and Strick, 2005), may

provide a basis for the coordination between distinct move-

ment parameters (for instance, reach and grasp; position

and direction) that is necessary for generating complex

movements.

The observation that, on average, MUAs encode movement

parameters more robustly than SUs is consistent with a recent

decoding study showing that the combined activity of

multiple MUAs provides more accurate predictions of move-

ment than do multiple SUs (or multiple local field potentials;

Stark and Abeles, 2007). Together, these findings demonstrate

that it is possible for neurons in the brain to receive specific

information from a given region without the need to be selec-

tively connected to specific types of neurons within that

region. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the activity

of single neurons can be used to aid the paralyzed (Hochberg

et al., 2006). Taken together, our findings demonstrate that

MUAs provide a more robust control signal than SUs during

both prehension and drawing movements and may be better

suited for readout purposes by motor cortical prosthetic

devices. We therefore expect that MUA-based, or MUA-

enhanced, prosthetic devices, will perform more accurately

and maintain their accuracy for a longer duration than SU-

based devices. Clearly, real-time neuro-engineering work is

required to validate this expectation.
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